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ABSTRACT 

The significance of lead mining to the 
settlement of southwest Wisconsin is well 
documented in published historical accounts. 
This research, however, addresses the topic of 
landscape evaluation by the actual pioneers. 
Previously unrecognized and unpublished 
letters and diaries of individuals who settled in 
the lead region are used to identify 
perceptions of both the phYSical and cultural 
environment. The basic question to be 
answered is: What factors , other than t he 
presence of lead ore, were influential to early 
pioneer settlement in southwest Wisconsin? 
These factors are identified and discussed. 

NTRODUCTION 

Wisconsin's "Lead Rush" began in 1824 
when rudimentary mining camps were 
established at New Diggings and Hardscrabble 
(now Hazel Green) (Map 1). By 1830, 
"diggings", smelters, incipient townsites, 
taverns, mills, and other features typical of a 
thriving mining frontier had rapidly materialized 
on the landscape. Peak production occurred in 
1845, when the Upper Mississippi Lead District 
produced 85% of the nation's lead ore 
(Schockel, 1916) . 

An abundance of information found in 
official government documents, including maps 
and reports of scientific surveys, provides 
ample evidence that early settlement in 
southwest Wisconsin was influenced 
significantly by the lead mining economy 
(Taylor, 1838; Owen, 1839, 1840, 1852). In 
addition, many published historical accounts o f 
the lead region focus on the important 
interaction of mining and settlement (Schafer , 
1932; Lake, 1962; Wright. 1966; Clark, 
1976). This paper does not argue the 
significance of the lead mining economy as an 
inducement to pioneer settlement in southwest 
Wisconsin. nor does it dispute "offici aIM a r 
"traditional" accounts of settlement in the lead 
district. The premise here. however, is that 

meaningful additional information about the 
process of landscape evaluation and 
consequent settlement in the lead region can 
be found in a previously ignored source, i.e., 
the writt en accounts (letters, diaries, and 
journals) of the actual sett lers. Thus, the 
primary purpose if this work is to examine 
those alternative sources in order to identify 
some environmental perceptions of the early 
homesteaders in southwest Wisconsin. 

THE LEAD DISTRICT: HiSTORICAL CNERVIEW 

The Upper Mississippi Valley Lead District is 
a 4,000 square mile area located primarily 
within the three southwest Wisconsin counties 
of Grant, Iowa, and LaFayette (Figure I). 
Totally within the "Driftless Area", the 
landscape of the lead region has a well
developed dendritic drainage network with 
deep valleys set between broad, upland ridges. 
Local relief is variable. averaging less than 50 
feet on the upland interfluves, but attaining 
500-600 feet adjacent to the Mississippi River · 
Valley. Although glacial drift is virtually absent 
in the lead region, many upland ridges are 
covered with a veneer of loess. A few ridges 
may still harbor sparsely scattered remnants 
of prairie vegetation. part of a presettlement 
mosaic that also included oak savanna and 
deciduous forest. 

The ore deposits were found in the upper
most (Ordovician) bedrock unit (the Galena 
formation) . which is comprised primarily of 
dolomite (Heyl, 1959; 1970) . The fortuitous 
location of galena relatively close to the 
surface allowed miners to dig quickly and easily, 
searching for a potential strike. Not intending 
to settle permanently, the earliest miners used 
these shallow "diggings" as shelters, earning 
the nickname "Badgers", after the local animal 
that burrows into the ground. 

These first miners came primarily from the 
coal fields of Kentucky and Tennessee, and the 
decreasingly productive lead fields of Missouri. 
A steady growth in population kept pace with 
the economy and by 1836, 16-17,000 people 
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resided in the tri-county Wisconsin lead region 
(Wilgus , 1927). By 1850 that estimate had 
increased to over 37,000 (Read, 1941). 

There are several concomitant factors, 
other than the presence of lead, that explain 
this rapid increase. First, Indian title to the 
remaining reservation land in the lead region 
was extinguished by treaty in 1833, following 
the Black Hawk War. Eastern newspapers 
headlined the war's end and troopers returned 
home with knowledge of southwest Wisconsin's 
fertile soils. In addition, several travelers ' 
accounts and promotional pamphlets, readily 
available to the general public in both the 
United States and Europe, described the 
landscape in glowing terms (e.g., Atwater, 
1831). When a government land office opened 
in 1834 at Mineral Point, homesteaders began 
migrating from the eastern states of New York, 
Ohio, Vermont, and Indiana. Many immigrants 
from the British Isles, including about 7,000 
Cornish, also arrived in southwest Wisconsin in 
the late 1830's and early 1840's . 

By the mid-1830's the mining frontier , 
once littered with pits, tailings, and smelters 
spewing smoke and ash, was in a process of 
transition. Crude "diggings" and shanties were 
no longer acceptable lodgings to homesteaders 
concerned with purchasing land, plowing fields, 
planting crops, and constructing homes, barns, 
and fences. The percentage of females in the 
total population also increased significantly as 
the "rough and tumble" mining landscape was 
transformed into an agricultural frontier. In 
1830, only 21 .5 percent of the region's adults 
between 20-40 years of age were women 
(Read, 1941). However, by 1836 that figure 
had risen to 34 percent, and by 1847 to 42 
percent (Wright, 1966). 

By 1844, twenty years after the first 
mining camps were established, there were as 
many farmers as miners in the tri-county lead 
region (!::!.is.tory of Grant County, 1881). The 
dual resources of lead and fertile soils 
combined to give the residents a unique 
opportunity. Those intending primarily to mine 
were able to sustain themselves by subsistence 
farming, whereas those inclined toward farming 
often maintained a "digging" or two for extra 
income. To distinguish a "farming miner" from a 
"mining farmer" may have been extremely 
difficult during the early years of 
homesteading. Wisconsin's "lead era" ended 
about 1850 due to a depression in the market, 
as well as the depletion of easily accessible 
surface ore. Many miners moved westward to 

find fortune in the Californ ia gold fields, while 
others stayed to farm in southwest Wisconsin. 

It is reasonable to assume that the 
presence of lead was a significant component 
of homesite evaluation in the early years 0 f 
settlement in southwest Wisconsin, and an 
analysis of a manuscript map documenting the 
earliest land claims confirms that premise. 
Stephen Taylor's "Map of the WisconSin Land 
Distr ict" (the official land office map) 
documents 4,332 separate land claims as of 
1837, just th ree yeas after the land was 
opened to homesteading (Taylor, 1838). Each 
of the 122 "known or documented diggings" 
noted on the map was adjacent to, or 
surrounded by an early land claim. Additional 
evidence linking the presence of lead to early 
land claims and landscape evaluation is found in 
Owen (1839, 1840, 1852), Schafer (1932), 
Lake (1962), Wright (1 966), and Clark (1 976). 

LANDSCAPE EVALUATION FROM Plo-JEER 
ACCOUNTS 

Although it is evident that the presence of 
lead was a significant influence in early land 
purchases, many questions about landscape 
evaluation and environmental perception 
remain. What environmental factors, other 
than the presence lead ore, were significant to 
early settlement in Wisconsin's lead region? In 
general, how did the settlers describe and view 
the assets and liabilities of their environment? 
Did homesteaders also consider vegetation, ' 
climate, soil, water supply, wildlife, and timber 
resources? What role did economic 
opportunity, access to markets, family and 
community play in the process of landscape 
evaluation? 

METHODOLOGY 

To answer these questions, contemporary 
accounts (in the form of diaries, letters, and 
reminiscences) of the actual settlers were 
analyzed to identi fy environmental perceptions 
of the southwest Wisconsin landscape. The 
accounts of 23 individuals, spannililg the years 
1825-1852, were examined. Of those, the 
accounts of 14 individuals have not been 
published previously; therefore, this is the first 
published recognition and analysis of those 
data. Tables 1 and 2 include a brief sketch of 
the settlers represented in the study, the 
type of account (letter, diary, reminiscence), 
date of account, origin of the homesteader, 
and reference to archive or publication. 
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Table 1. Settlers represented in the study, type and date of account, and origin of settlers. 

tti.m.e. ~tlDQ~!.!ment D a t e- Origin tl S ettl e r 

Gersham Britten Letter 	 1842 New York 
1't." rA. L. Chetlain 	 Reminiscence 1826 Unknown 

Matthew Dinsdale Letters 1845 Yorkshire 
William Field c, • Letters 1836 Southern U.S. 
Edward Foster Letters . . 1839 M assach usetts 
Adele Gratiot Letters 1825 France 
Susan Gratiot Letters 1833 St. Louis 
John Hodgson Letter - ., 1845 Yorkshire 
Frederick Hollmann Autobiography 1827 Unknown 
Esau Johnson Reminiscence 1827 North Carolina 
Orlando Jones Diary 

- -.r 1852 Unknown 
Arunah Parker Diary 1846 Vermont 
Daniel Parkinson Reminiscence 1827 Tennessee 
John Pile Letters 1851 Devonshire 
Theodore Rodolf Reminiscence 1834 Switzerland 
John Rountree Reminiscence 1827 Kentucky~ 

Thomas Sheldon Reminiscence ['. 1833 Michigan 
John Thompson Letter '- 1850 Scot land 
Richard Wearnes Diary 1 847 Cornwall 
John K. Williams Diary 1 8 47 Unknown 
Jube Williams Letter 1850 Ohio 
Peter Woodhouse Reminiscence 1 83 5 Pennsylvania 
Francis Varing Reminiscence 1830 Unknown 

"Indicates date of first letter or 	 account pertaining to the lead region. 

Table 2. Brief sketch of the settlers included in the analysis with reference to archive or publication. 

Name 	 Sketch and Reference to Archive or Publica t ion 

.. Gersham Huff 	 A Grant County farmer. Britten wrote to his sister in New York and Britten described the 
landscape and the daily activities of his family on the farmstead in 1842. Wisconsin State 
Historical Society/File/1842IMar. 14 . 

A. L. Chetlain Reminiscences written in 1912. Accounts of the lead region from 1826-1836, including a 
personal account of the Black Hawk War. Wisconsin Room - Karrm ann Library, UW 
PlattevilielM S/F9026 77. 

Matthew Dinsdale 	 A circuit-riding Methodist preacher originally from Yorkshire, England. Operated a general store 
In Wnden, WI. Collection of Dinsdale's letters in the "Circuit Rider" (1980) by ancestor Abigail 
Curkeet, Mt. Horeb, WI 53572. 

William Field 	 A settler at New Diggings @ 1836-1 850. Experiences discussed by ancestor (Carter, 1984). 
Account book and other papers kept by Field at Wisconsin Room-Karrmann Library, uW 
PlattevlllelM icro 1. 
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Edward Foster 

Adele Gratiot 

Susan Gratiot 

John Hodgson 

Frederick Hollmann 

Esau Johnson 

Orlando Jones 

Arunah Parker 

Daniel Parkinson 

John and Ann Pile 

Theodore Rodolf 

John Rountree 

ThOmas Sheldon 

JOh n Thompson 

Francis Va ring 

Richard Weames 

John K. Williams 

Jube Williams 

Peter Woodhouse 

Miner and surveyor Foster writes of life in the lead region, 1839-1842. Letters sent to a friend 
in West Bosford, MA, to a sister in Brunswick, OH, and to his mother in Bosford, MA. Wisconsin 
State Historical Society1MS/F902H474/FO. 

A French immigrant and wife of one 01 the ear1iest (1825) settlers, Jean Pierre Gratiot. General 
narrative of early events in lead region published in Gratiot (1909). Also see Wisconsin Slate 
Historical Society USIMSS/4B and MSlF902G77/GR. 

Wife of prominent resident Colonel Henry Gratiot, of Gratiots Grove. Letters written to Susan's 
brother William Hempstead of St. Louis about activities in lead region, family matters and local 
schools , 1833-1 835 . In Bale (1927) and Wisconsin State Historical Society/Susan Hempstead 
Gratiot Papers. 

Wrote to his parents in Yorkshire, England of his new home in Iowa Co. and advised them 0 n 
immigration (1845) . Wisconsin State Historical Society/SC/432. 

Unfinished autobiography 01 farmer and miner from New Diggings (begins in 1827). In Mallen 
(1972) and Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW Plattevilie/SC/16. 

Reminiscences written 1882-1884. Migrated from NOllh Carolina to mine lead near Gratiot's 
Grove in 1827. Later served in the Black Hawk War. Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW 
Plattevilie/SC/17. 

Kept a diary and daily account book of events on a farm near Platteville beginning in 1852. 
Writings include the cost of lood and supplies, and methods 01 planting and harvesting crops. 
Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW Plattevilie/SC/17. 

Originally Irom Burlington, VT. Parker traveled Wis. as a land surveyor and eventually settled in 
Lancaster. His diary includes observations 01 the landscape and a daily summary 01 personal 
events. Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW PlattevilielMSS/O. 

In Parkinson (1903). Farmer and tavern keeper. Parkinson's account primarily concerns events 
concerning the Black Hawk War. 

Immigrants from Devonshire, England settled in British community of Devonshire Hollow, 
LaFayette Co. in 1851 . Letters discussed in Birch (1986). 

SwiSS immigrant, settled in LaFayette county. Wrote a sketch of life in the lead region from 
1843-1848 (ROdolf, 1900). 

Founder of Platteville. Papers concerning variOus aspects of lead mining (1828-1952). 
Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW PlattevilielMSS/O. 

Reminiscences 01 son of Major John Sheldon, register at Mineral Point Land OHice (Sheldon, 
192B). 

Wrote to brother in Scottand (1 850) describing life on a farm in Grant Co . and prospects for 
migration. Wisconsin State Historical Society/File/1850 . 

Reminiscences written in 1906. Varing wrote of the lead smehers in 1830 and the Black Hawk 
War. Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW Plattevl1lelMS/F902677/GR. 

The diary of Weames. an immigrant from Cornwall, England is the account of act ivities of a 
mining farmer near Peddlar's Creek beginning in H148. Mineral Point Public library. 

Diary of Williams' journey through the lead region from Lancaster to Galena in 1847. Wisconsin 
Room - Karrmann library, UW PlattevillelMSS/O. 

Will iams 01 Shullsburg wrote in 1850(7) to his uncle in Springfield, OH and encouraged him to 
move to Wlsconsin. Wisconsin Room - Karrmann library, UW PlattevilielMSS/O. 

Memoir of pioneer in lead region edited by ancestor (Barden, 1981). 
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Several of the unpublished accounts required 
original transcription. The entire account of 
each senler was transcribed verbatim t 0 

preserve the complete context of an 
individual's experiences and observations were 
extracted subsequently, with primary 
attention paid to evaluations of a suitable site 
for homesteading. 

R:SUlTS AND DISCUSSION 

Undoubtedly, the criteria by which the 
early homesteaders evaluated the environment 
of southwest Wisconsin's lead region are 
contained in their letters, diaries, and 
recollections. It is also very clear that the 
elements at landscape perception identified in 
the accounts are inordinately more complex 
than the mere presence or absence of lead. 
Tables 3 and 4 summarize some specific 
favorable and unfavorable criteria noted by 
the senlers as important considerations in the 
choice of a settlement site. 

Components of the PhysicaJ Environment 

From the analysis of the settlers accounts, 
the following factors were identified as 
components by which the physical landscape in 
southwest Wisconsin's lead region was 
evaluated . 

Weather and Climate. Consistent and 
considerable attention was paid to the region's 
variations in weather and/or climate. Without 
exception, all of the accounts contain ed 
observations on this factor of the environment. 
Notations varied from daily and weekly 
recordings expressed in precise or general 
terms, to flowery descriptions of the changing 

seasons. One settler described the 
temperature as being "at blood heat in the 
sun," possibly close to 99° (Britten , 1842). 
Anention was paid to extremely hot and humid 
days, and to dreary, cold and damp winters. 
Thunderstorms, snow storms, and killing frosts 
were also noteworthy events, often remarked 
upon in the context of the loss of seedlings or 
crops. Snow storms were noted as well, in one 
account with respect to the prohibition of 
travel. 

The seasonal changes in weather wer e 
welcomed and enjoyed , and the beauty of fall 
colors and spring blossoms was noted with 
appreciation. Despite complaints about the 
cold, not all assessments of winter were 
negative. Clearly, snow-covered roads 
presented an advantage; they were traversed 
more easily by sleigh in winter than in spring or 
summer when muddied by heavy rainstorms. 
Recreational activities such as ice skating and 
sledding were also noted positively by several 
residents . 

Despite frequent outbreaks of cholera and 
other illnesses, the climate was perceived as 
"healthful" and the extremes of weather were 
tolerated with linle complaint by the majority . 
Those who came from Ohio, New York, and 
Vermont agreed that Wisconsin's climate was 
less severe than that of the eastern states. 

Vegetation. Three general types of vegetation 
were noted in the accounts prairie, 
woodland, and "bottomland" (wetland). 
Without exception, the prairie environment 
was perceived as advantageous to the 
homesteader. Its native grasses provided 
natural forage for livestock, and prairie sod 
was used to construct homes when timber was 
unavailable or scarce. The large expanses 
of prairie provided room for 

Table 3. Negative Perceptions Identified in the Settler's Accounts 

Uncivilized Atmosphere 
Loneliness, Absence of Friends and Relatives 
Lack of Females on the Frontier 
Rough and Tumble Atmosphere of Mining Communities 
Various Pests -- Bugs, Flies 
Threatening Wildlife - Wolves, Rattlesnakes 
Lack of Cultivation or Wild Appearance of Landscape 
Mineral Holes Dangerous and Unsightly 
Storms Destructive to Crops 
Killing Frosts 
Disease and Accidents Causing Injury and Death 
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Table 4. Positive Perceptions Identified in the Settler's Accounts. 

Abundance of Wildlife for Food Source 
Generally Healthy Environment 
Opportunity to Combine Farming and Mining 
Relatively Good Weather 
Seasonal Changes 
Prairie Grasses for Grazing Livestock 
Prairie Sod to Construct Homes and Fences 
Timber for Fuel and Construction 
Timber for Windbreaks 
Wetland Vegetation for Livestock Feed 
Edible Wild Berries 
Available Water Supply, Especially Springs 
Level Land 
Bluffs (outcrops) for Shelter 
Building Stone (limestone) 
AestheticaJly Pleasing Scenery 
Opportunity to Purchase Inexpensive Land 
Proximity to Local Markets 
Established Transportation Network 
Sense of Community 
Recreational Act ivities 
Opportunity for Adventure 

livestock to roam and graze, an "unbounded 
large" as described by English immigrant 
Matthew Dinsdale (Dinsdale, 1846). According 
to another immigrant from England, livestock 
was not usually fenced and could therefore 
graze over thousands of acres (Hodgson, 
1845) . 

The expansive prairie provided an area 
where settlers could take long walks, or rides 
on horseback, especially on Sunday afternoons . 
Young people gathered strawberries, picked 
wrldflowers, and attended ·sings~ in the 
grasslands. There is also note of a · race 
track· for horses on the prairie (Parker, 
1846). Prairie fires were noted briefly, but 
not described, in several accounts. 

Land containing timber was also evaluated 
favorably. Senlers used wood for fuel and to 
construct "zig-zag" garden fences, log homes, 
and outbuildings . Cabins had walls and roofs of 
timber , with limestone and mud mixed for 
chinking between the logs. The floors were of 
puncheons (straight, spilt timber) . Tables, 
stools, and beds were also constructed from 
timber. Stands of timber were also valued as 
shelter from north and west winds in the 
winter, and as protective shade in the summer. 

Overall, the settlers desired a combination of 
prairie and woodland vegetation when choosing 
a homesite. 

Wetland vegetation, identified by the 
settlers as Nbottomland", was valued as natural 
feed for livestock. A negative perception of 
wetlands, however, was also expressed. Some 
settlers noted that swampy areas were 
disease-ridden with the "ague", or malaria. 

Positive notice was made of various berries 
that could be gathered from trees and bushes 
-- crabapples, plums, wild cherries, currants , 
gooseberries, strawberries, raspberries , 
blackberries, mandrakes, and -medical roots · 
were also observed and noted with favor 
(Britten, 1842). Britten (1842) must have 
been referring to the native artichoke 
(Heliamhus tuberosus) . 

S OilS. Curiously, soils were rarely mentioned by 
the homesteaders. Only one resident made 
note, stating bluntly ''the soil is fertile" (Foster, 
1842). There was no comparison of prairie 
and forest soils, nor any evidence that the 
settlers were aware of variations in 
agricultural capabilit ies based on soil. In 
addjtion, there was no mention of the difficulty 
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of "break,ing" the tough prairie sod, as opposed 
to the more easily tilled forest soils. 

The possible reasons for this puzzling 
absence of notice are several. That variations 
in agricultural capabilities based on soil were 
not mentioned, does not necessarily mean this 
aspect of the environment was unimportant or 
ignored. It can be argued that perhaps the 
favorable agricultural capabilities of the soil 
were assumed, as knowledge that the soils 
were fertile is implied by the primary activity of 
homesteading which in all cases was 
moderately successful. Those who arrived 
later may have noted the success of the 
already established farmers, and presumed the 
soils were suitably productive for agriculture. 
Or, perhaps the settlers brought with them 
the persistent old notion that soils capable of 
supporting forest vegetation were obviously 
fertile. Another possibility is that, if new to 
farming or if engaged primarily in mining, the 
immigrant may have been unaware of soil 
variation and its relation to agricultural 
matters. 

Wildlife. The availability of game was significant 
to many who wrote, and apparently it was in 
abundant supply. Hunting was common, but 
trapping was not remarked upon. The following 
animals were mentioned by several settlers as 
a preferential food source: prairie chickens (0 r 
hens), partridges, quail, duck, geese, and deer. 
Fish were also easily obtainable and bees were 
kept for honey. 

Not all notations concerning "wildlife" were 
favorable. Insect pests, specifically 
mosqUitoes, were acknowledged as a common 
annoyance. Another aggravation included a 
herd of deer that destroyed a cabbage patch. 
Some settlers found the nightly howl of wolves 
on the horizon disconcerting and many 
maintained a fear of the numerous 
raWesnakes that inhabited the region. 

Water Supply. Although streams were noted 
only sporadically, the importance of springs 
was acknowledged with some consistency. 
Land containing a spring allowed one owner to 
dictate a higher price for the re-sale of his 
property (Dinsdale, 1847). This amenity was 
the only one noted as worthy of commanding 
extra payment. Upon their arrival to the area, 
two settlers noted the clustering of log cabins 
or mining shanties around springs (Foster, 
1839; Parker, 1846). Also, spring houses 
were constructed to preserve dairy products. 

Geology and topography. Available jobs in the 
lead mines allowed the recent immigrant to 
take care of immediate financial needs, in. some 
cases before a homestead was purchased. 
Several homesteaders combined both farming 
and mining, with the former dependent upon 
profits of the latter. For example, the 
homesteading activities of Cornish immigrant, 
Richard Wearnes, revolved around the profits 
gained from the sale of mineral. If successful, 
Wearnes was able to buy more livestock and 
make other improvements on the homestead. 
There is no evidence in the accounts that land 
containing lead was purchased intentionally. 

Level land was preferred by one settler 
when choosing a settlement site (Hodges on, 
1845). Bluffs (outcrops) provided windbreaks 
as well as limestone to use in home 
construction. 

Aesthetics. The aesthetic impact of southwest 
Wisconsin's hill and valley landscape was 
acknowledged frequently and enthusiastically. 
Although certainly a non-practical or non
economic aspect of the environment, it was 
apparently very significant to, and elicitedl 
much comment from, the settlers. Prairie 
flowers in bloom, the rolling wave-like 
appearance of the prairie in summer, the bluffs 
along the Mississippi River, and the wetlands 
along the Wisconsin River were acknowledged 
with pleasure. The expansive view that 
combined a mosaic of prairie, forest, and 
cultivated fields was described in several 
accounts. Comparisons of wilderness views in 
America to the cultivated appearance of the 
English landscape were noted by circuit-riding 
preacher Matthew Dinsdale. Two residents 
commented negatively on the battered 
landscape left by mining activities (Foster, 
1839; Williams, 1850). 

Components of the Socio-Cultural Environment 

While specific components of the natural 
habitat were a critical aspect of environmental 
perception, they were not the only 
considerations of landscape evaluation. Facets 
of the social and cultural environment were 
also considered and may have been just as 
influential in the choice of a homesite. The 
following factors were explicit in most 
accounts, and implicit in all. 

Perceived economic opportunity. Arunah 
Parker's poem, "Western Imaginations" is 
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especially significant because it is the only 
explicit statement of perception prior to 
immigration (Parker, 1846) . 

Western Imaginations 

"We leave old Vermont and her cold snowy hills 
Her Doctors and grannies thruowort [throat?] 

pills 
We will go to a country where storms do not 

roar 
We'l seek us a home where provisions are lower 
There Grain is so plenty & land is so cheap 
We'l buy us a perary [prairie] and raise our 

own wheat 
We'l live independent and raise our own grain 
Or we will go to a river with beautiful falls 
And layout a citty and mark her cannatls 
Then we'l raise us a grist mill to grind our own 

wh eat 
We'l fat our own hogs a d have plenty to eat 
We'l soon have a village of that desolate place 
And coaches a running at a tremendous pace 
With taverns and stores we'l soon have it filled 
And a meeting-house next we surely have build 
Where is evry inducement that could have been 

made? 
Will you go to the west or are you afraid. 

Written in anticipation of the journey west, 
Parker's poem relates optimistically the many 
economic opportunities that awaited him -
harvesting grain, raising hogs, building taverns 
and stores, and getting "coaches a-running". 
In general, he perceived the opportunity to 
transform what he thought was a "desolate 
place" into a thriving community (Parker, 
1846) . 

Letters written to relatives who remained 
at home often contained exaggerated 
accounts of economic opportunity, and it can 
be argued that these accounts played a 
significant role in attracting the potential 
immigrant to southwest Wisconsin. An example 
of such is a portion of Jube Williams' letter to 
his brother in Ohio (Williams, 1850). 

... "This would be a most lucrative 
business here, and if you will come out, I 
will join you in the dairy operations. 
With 50 good milch cows, and 1,000 
chickens a fortune could be made in a 
short time. ...Why my dear sir there is 
pasture enough to fatten all the cattle 
in the State of Ohio. And then as to t he 
wintering you can cut 1,000,000 tons 
of hay on Uncle Sams land and that will 

cost you nothing but the labor of 
cutting curing and hauling. Now.. . just 
come out here and we will go away back 
and senle on Congress land, and live on 
the dairy, and wild game. What say to 
this?" 

Although Wiliams' exaggerations create a 
myth of unlimited opportunity, the reality 
involved something quite different. As the 
letter comes to a close, it becomes apparent 
that his overstatements were provoked by 
loneliness (Williams, 1850): 

... "And yet with all the advantages, and 
the beauties of this lovely country, I 
cannot say that I am perfectly 
contented. I suppose the reason is, 
that I am a stranger in a strange land. I 
feel a constant sense of loneliness. If 
you ... and some scores of others were 
here, I am quite certain I should be much 
better contented. If some of my 
brothers do not come out, I cannot 
stay here. No I really think I cannot, 
well as I like the country. 

P.S. You can't tell how bad I want to see 
somebody that I have seen before ." 

Proximity to markets. Access to local markets 
and flour mills was mentioned consistently in 
the accounts. Whether the market was a 
neighbor's "back door" or the nearby town , 
the buying and selling of food and 
homesteading supplies was of primary 
importance. Marketing activity and a "trip to 
the mill" also provided social contact with 
others in the frontier community (Jones. 
1852). The transportation infrastructure 
established during the early years of the lead 
rush was clearly a major advantage to the 
homesteader. Goods could be transported 
efficiently to nearby towns and many of the 
original mining communities. for example 
PlaneviJIe and Dodgeville, became thriving 
agricu ltural service centers as the economy 
diversified. 

The importance of locating a homesite close 
to the road was noted by Thomas Sheldon 
(Sheldon, 1928). Sheldon's father, who was 
register of claims in the Mineral Point Land 
District, placed his house closer to the road 
than to a spring --- the only source of water 
on his property. Young Sheldon and his 
brothers were responsible for carrying 
buckets of water uphill to the homesite, a 
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chore they found exhausting. In young 
Sheldon's view, the extra work was 
preventable; his father , however, preferred to 
live close to the road. 

Availability of inexpensive land. The 
opportunity to purchase land at a price 
significantly lower than in the eastern states 
was noted in several of the accounts. Those 
from overseas noted the comparatively large 
tracts of land that were available. Only one 
settler, Matthew Dinsdale, described the 
actual process of purchasing land. His 
description of traveling on horseback to view 
several properties indicates that the process 
was much more than a simple trip to the land 
office in Mineral Point (Dinsdale, 1846). 

"On Tuesday the 5th of May we 
procured a Horse and Buggy and 
started as some would say, on a wild 
goose chase, or fool's errand. I know of 
no work so difficult as searching for 
land in this country for tho' there is 
plenty of it and of first rate quality for 
sale, it is hard to learn which it is and 
who owns it or where they are to be 
found. . .. If he goes to the land office he 
can learn which is at liberty in any given 
township. then he has perhaps to travel 
20, 30 or 50 miles in order to see it . 
... and if he should at last find the land 
that is at liberty, he may not like it. And 
this process may be repeate.d till a man 
has spent both his patience and 
money ... " 

A sense of community. Most of the 
homesteaders came from more densely 
populated areas where farmsteads were 
smaller and neighbors closer. Schools, 
churches, and other social institutions were 
well-established and played an important role in 
their lives. Many noted that they successfully 
established similar connections in the new 
environment. 

Many of the settlers corresponded with 
friends and relatives. Some individuals 
expressed loneliness and urged those who 
remained at home to migrate. These letters 
speak often of various people in the community 
who appear to be known to both the 
correspondent and the intended receiver, and 
clearly this indicates that there were a number 
of connections between those in the homeland 
and the recent immigrants. 

The accounts also indicate that re lig ion 
played a large role in the sett ler's adjustment 
in the new community. Hearing a preacher 
once, or perhaps twice weekly was not 
uncommon. Weekly "Sunday School" , "sings", 
and other church activities were given 
considerable attention in the accounts. It is 
evident that a sense of community was very 
important, and religious activities certainly 
served that function. 

The importance of community is also 
confirmed by several ethnic clusters in the 
region, for example the Cornish at Mineral 
Point, the English from Devonshire at 
Devonshire Hollow (Birch, 1985), and the Swiss 
at Gratiots Grove. 

Health. Almost without exception, the settlers 
commented upon health. Cholera raged 
through the lead region in the final yeas of the 
lead e~a, but there is note of that disease as 
early as 1832. There is mention of typhoid 
fever and ague, minor intestinal ailments, 
mental illness, deaths related to childbirth, 
infant and child mortalities, miscarriage, and 
abortion. Despite these grim reports, overall 
the area was perceived as having a very 
healthy environment. The settlers were in 
general agreement that their health had 
improved since immigration. 

Anticipation of adventure and chaJlenge. 
Residing in the "far off western Land", a 
"desolate place" at the "very far edge of the 
earth" was perceived by some as an adventure 
(Foster, 1839). In fact, Edward Foster's 
mother compared his migration to the well
known legends Daniel Boone and Davy 
Crockett. Theodore Rodolf who came to the 
area as a young boy also perceived the 
migration as an adventure. Rodolf stated "My 
father was opposed to going into the 
wilderness; ... but to us boys, visions of life a la 
'Robinson Crusoe' danced before our 
imagination and we were delighted with the 
idea" (Rodolf, 1900; p. 330) . 

CONCLUSlO\l 

Approaching the historical geography of 
Wisconsin's lead region from the viewpoint of 
the actual settlers provides additional insight 
into the early settlement process . Although 
the presence of lead was an influential factor 
in the settlement process of southwest 
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Wisconsin, the pioneer accounts suggest that 
landscape evaluation was a complex and 
compound procedure which included many 
other aspects of the physical and cultural 
environment. 

These pioneer accounts contain the 
appraisals of the environment as perceived by 
those actively involved in creating the cultural 
landscape. The use of first-hand accounts 
allows geographers to capture some of the 
experiences and perceptions of individuals 
encountering and interpreting a new and 
relatively unfamiliar environment. This type of 
analysis provides an alternative method of 
achieving insight into the historical geography 
of Wisconsin, and can compliment, clarify, and 
strengthen geographical research. It is just 
one way to achieving a more inclusive 
understanding of geographical knowledge. 
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